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STOCK TRANSFER OVERALL BETWEEN PLANT OR WAREHOUSE 

WHAT IS STOCK TRANSFER AND WHY REQUIRED STOCK TRANSFER? 

Stock transfer is the most important action for a corporate with multi warehouse or multi branch outlet. 

For optimum operation, space constrain and stock delivery reason, we may need to transfer stock from 

one plant to another plant or from receiving warehouse to selling warehouse/outlet. Stock transfer 

process normally take time for the transportation, picking and packing, as well as receiving back to 

received store. Without a seamless transferring process, the transferring process will be the highest 

cost activity to the whole inventory process. 

 

Sharing of information between branches and warehouse, concurrent accessing same physical stock 

quantity by various staff in the company on the same particular stock give the life for the organization 

today. Few customers concurrently wanted the same limited stock give the business owner the most 

challenging task to relocate the correct quantity to the correct branch outlet within the coverage area. 

Customer satisfaction it the most concern for every business owner, and this satisfaction is come from 

the efficiency of stock delivery to the confirm purchase customer.  

In business environment, cash and carry, TT in advance is the most preferred 

business model for most of the business owner. The time factor on delivery come 

in critical once the TT in advance mode specify the delivery lead time. Store and 

warehouse manager need to make sure the goods deliver to customer within the 

specific time and send out from the nearest warehouse location is the most cost 

effective solution for this process.  

 

Autotrack know about your difficult on managing 

the stock from a warehouse to another warehouse, how to optimized 

the process with minimum man power and with maximum data 

recording and updating into your current inventory system? Give us a 

call on this easy by complicating process, our team will assist you with 

our On Demand stock transferring process either on mobile devices or 

on the PC work station. 
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How we help you to simplify your stack transfer activity and how to update to your existing inventory? 

Our experience warehouse team will study together with your warehouse manager, interview your 

current warehouse staff with us predefine and custom made solution questionnaire. We always respect 

your current process flow and with hope our data capturing process can be the most minimum process 

flow changing to your current process flow. Combination of step will be our first priority in the 

improving stock transferring and data capturing activity. Planner instruction will be the guild line for us 

to simplify the whole transferring process and a confirm transferring proof by the end of the day to 

close the request by the planner is the mission to be complete by Autotrack team. 

 

 

Below is our item solution to assist you on your complicating stock transferring process in between 

plant or warehouse. 

SOF00118 SOFTWARE AUTOTRACK ON DEMAND STOCK TRANSFER ON MOBILE COMPUTER WITH 

MULTI STORE INTERFACE THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE INTEGRATION VIA TEXT FILE TRANSFER IN 

SHARED FOLDER WITH 2 TERMINAL LICENSES 

SOF00134 SOFTWARE AUTOTRACK ADD ON MODULE WITH STOCK TRANSFER ON TERMINAL 

SINGLE USER MODE MUST PURCHASE AUTOTRACK ON DEMAND STOCK TRANSFER MODULE 

76300030 SOFTWARE AUTOTRACK MOBILECOMM STOCK TRANSFER INTERFACING WITH 3PARTY 

SOFTWARE STUDY REQUIRED 

SOF00152 SOFTWARE AUTOTRACK MONITOR LIZARD PROFESSIONAL ADD ON MODULE WITH 

AUTO PC WINDOWS ALERT 

76300042 SERVICE ONSITE FOR REQUIRMENT STUDY INSTALLATION CONFIGURATION TESTING 

TRAINING COMMISSIONING FOR AUTOTRACK ON DEMAND 
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